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Abstract 
Eliminating partially dead code has proved to be a powerful technique for the runtime 
optimization of sequential programs. In this article, we show how this technique can be adapted 
to explicitly parallel programs with shared memory and interleaving semantics. The basis of 
this adaption is a recently presented framework for efficient and precise bitvector analyses for 
this program setting. Whereas the framework underlying our approach allows a straightforward 
adaptation of the required data flow analyses to the parallel case, the transformation part of 
the optimization requires special care in order to preserve parallelism. This preservation is an 
absolute must in order to guarantee that the optimization does never impair efficiency. The intro- 
duction of an appropriate natural side condition suffices to lift even the optimality result known 
from the sequential setting to the parallel setting. @ 1998-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Motivation 
Partial dead-code elimination (PDE) improves the runtime efficiency of a program 
by avoiding the execution of unnecessary statements at runtime. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 1, where the assigmrrent of node 1 of Fig. l(a) is partially dead because it is 
dead on the left branch (as its left-hand side variable is not used afterwards in the 
program), but alive on the right one (as it is used in node 5). This assignment can be 
eliminated by moving it to the entries of node 3 and node 4 as shown in Fig. l(b). 
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Fig. 1. Partial dead-code elimination. 
There, the occurrence of node 3 is (totally) dead, and can be eliminated as shown in 
Fig. l(c). 
As illustrated in this example, the effect of PDE depends in essence on the combined 
effects of two separate transformations: (1) sinking of assignments, and (2) eliminating 
dead assignments. 
In the sequential setting, it is an important observation that assignment sinkings 
never affect the execution time. Intuitively, this fact is responsible for the optimality 
of the following iterative two-step procedure, which is repeated until the program 
stabilizes: (1) Moving assignments as far as possible in the direction of the control 
flow (which places them in a context as specific as possible, and thus maximizes 
the potential of dead code), and (2) eliminating all assignments being dead after 
the moving step. Actually, this captures all second-order ejfhcts between assignment 
sinkings and eliminations, and guarantees the following optimality result [12]: Partially 
dead code remaining in the final program cannot be eliminated without changing the 
branching structure or the semantics of the program, or without impairing some program 
executions. 
At first sight, the very same iterative process seems to work for parallel programs 
as well. However, in the parallel setting the execution time is extremely sensitive to 
assignment sinkings. Intuitively, if assignments are moved from a parallel program part 
into a sequential program part, sinking can dramatically impair the execution time. In 
the worst case, for example, if the assignments occurring in a parallel statement are 
all data independent and alive, a “naive” realization of the “as-far-as-possible” sinking 
strategy results in a completely sequentialized program without profiting from any 
elimination; hence drastically impairing the execution time. This is illustrated in the 
example of Fig. 2(a) and (b), where for clarity the components of the parallel statement 
are separated by two parallels. In this example the assignments of the two parallel 
components are data independent and thus can be sunk to node 8 as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
However, as a side-effect of this semantically correct assignment sinking the benefits 
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x := y*z 
d := 8% l- z := x*v out(d.z) 
Fig. 2. Illustrating the pitfall of “naive” assignment sinking in the parallel setting. 
of executing the assignments in parallel are completely lost. The point demonstrated 
in this example is that in contrast to the sequential setting, in the parallel setting a 
subset of semantically correct assignment sinkings violates the basic requirement (R) 
that program optimization should never impair the execution time. 
In this article we show how to cure this defect and the possibly desastrous impact 
on the execution time of a “naive” transfer of the transformation technique for PDE 
from the sequential setting to the parallel setting by introducing a natural and sufticient 
constraint (C). Intuitively, this constraint restricts assignment sinkings to semantically 
correct sinkings which additionally satisfy requirement (R): 
(C) An assignment c1= u := t occurring in a component of some parallel statement 
can only be sunk out of it if occurrences of the same assignment pattern CI can be sunk 
out of all its components. 
An immediate side-effect of imposing constraint (C) is that assignment sinkings 
preserve the parallelism of the argument program. Intuitively, this is a consequence of 
that it prevents assignments from being moved out of a parallel statement if this can 
impair the execution time of some program runs. On the other hand, assignment sink- 
ings moving assignments from sequential to parallel program parts are furthermore 
supported. Thus, all benefits which can additionally result from just enlarging the 
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program parts which are executed in parallel, are kept; a property of our approach 
which subsequently is paraphrased as “enhancing parallelism”. In fact, under constraint 
(C) we can even lift the optimality result known from the sequential setting to the 
parallel setting (cf. Theorem lo), which is the central result of this article. 
The power of the complete algorithm, which works for reducible and irreducible 
control flow, is demonstrated in the example of Fig. 3. It is discussed in more detail in 
Section 3. In this example, our algorithm is unique to achieve the optimization result of 
Fig. 4. It removes the (totally) dead assignment of node 4, and eliminates the partially 
dead assignments of nodes 1,2,3,7,12, and 16 by moving them to the nodes 8,17,23, 
and 24, respectively. In particular, the example illustrates the effect of constraint (C). 
It prevents moving the partially dead assignment z := e * f at node 10 to node 23 and 
24, though it could be eliminated as dead code at node 24. The point here is that the 
execution of this assignment is possibly for free in the parallel statement, whereas after 
the transformation the surviving occurrence of z := e * f at node 23 definitely counts 
for every program execution passing this node; thus, possibly impairing their execution 
times and violating requirement (R). In contrast, constraint (C) allows moving the 
partially dead occurrences of the assignment pattern x:=c*d at nodes 7, 12, and 
16 from the parallel to the sequential program part, where they can be eliminated as 
dead code at node 23. Of course, the surviving occurrence of x := c *d analogously 
counts for every program execution passing node 24. However, this does not affect the 
execution time of any program execution passing this point because even before an 
occurrence of this pattern contributed to the critical path length in the parallel statement 
and thus to the execution time as there were occurrences of this pattern in each of 
the parallel components. Conversely, all program executions passing node 23 are thus 
improved by the transformation. 
Summarizing, the example of Fig. 3 illustrates the following three features, which 
are central for our approach: 
(i) Parallelism is preserved: This is a consequence of imposing constraint (C). Recall 
the different treatment of the assignments to x and z occurring in the parallel 
statement, which are all partially dead. 
(ii) Parallelism is transparent: Assignments can be moved across parallel statements 
which are “transparent” for them. See the assignment of node 3, which is moved 
to node 23. 
(iii) Parallelism can be enhanced: Assignments can be moved from sequential to par- 
allel program parts. See the assignments of node 1 and 2, which are moved to 
node 8 and 17, respectively. 
1.1. Related work 
For sequential programs there are currently two algorithms addressing the prob- 
lem of eliminating partially dead code. First, the “revival transformation” of Feigen 
et al. [5], and second, the PDE algorithm of Knoop et al. [12], which is underlying 
the approach in this article. Both algorithms, the latter of which is implemented in 
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Fig. 3. Partial dead-code elimination for parallel programs. 
the current release of the Sun SPARCompiler language systems,3 are incomparable as 
the algorithm of Feigen et al. considers complex program statements as sinking can- 
didates, but is not capable of moving statements out of or across loops. For parallel 
programs, however, PDE has not yet been addressed to the knowledge of the author. 
In fact, in contrast to the large number of approaches that have been proposed for 
3 SPARCompiler is a registered trademark of SPARC International, Inc., and is licensed exclusively to 
Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
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Fig. 4. After partial dead-code elimination. 
the automatic parallelization of sequential programs (cf. [28,30] to cite two text- 
books only), there is currently very little work on classical optimizations for parallel 
programs (cf. [l, 16,25,26,29]), whose focus is often even more on the analysis of 
side-conditions or appropriate program representations for enabling classical optimiza- 
tions than on optimization itself as, e.g., in [16,25]. This unbalanced situation may 
be due to the fact that naive adaptations of the sequential optimization methods fail 
[20], and their straightforward correct adaptations have unacceptable costs caused by 
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the interleavings manifesting the possible executions of a parallel program. In fact, 
the situation is currently characterized by approaches investigating problems specific to 
parallel programs like dead-lock detection, mutual exclusion or data races (cf. [4]), or 
by approaches considering restricted situations without shared variables (cf. [ 181) or 
that require data independence of parallel components (cf. [7]), which implies that the 
result of a computation does not depend on the particular choice of interleaving. 
1.2. Structure of the article 
In Section 2 we recall the framework of [15] for efficient and precise bitvector anal- 
yses of parallel programs, which is underlying the construction of our algorithm for 
eliminating partially dead code in parallel programs. Central is the Parallel Bitvector 
Coincidence Theorem 8, which states the coincidence of the parallel versions of the 
meet over all paths (PMOP) solution and the maximal jxed point (PMFP) solution 
of a unidirectional bitvector problem. Based on this theorem, we subsequently develop 
in Section 3 our PDE algorithm for parallel programs by systematically enhancing its 
counterpart for sequential programs of [ 121. Afterwards, we draw our conclusions in 
Section 4. Appendix A contains the generic algorithm for computing the PMFP- 
solution and Appendix B discusses critical edges, 
2. The parallel setting 
This section sketches our setup, which has been presented in detail in [ 151. We 
consider a parallel imperative programming language with interleaving semantics. Par- 
allelism is syntactically expressed by means of a par statement whose components are 
executed in parallel on a shared memory. As usual, we assume that there are neither 
jumps entering a component of a parallel statement from outside nor vice versa. This 
already introduces the phenomena of interference and synchronization into our setting, 
and thus we do not consider special synchronization or exception statements, which 
allows us to focus on the central features of the framework underlying our approach. 
We remark, however, that our approach is not limited to this setting. For example, a 
replicator statement allowing a dynamical process creation can be integrated along the 
lines of [2,27]. 
2.1. Parallel flow graphs 
Similar to [7,25], we represent a parallel program by a nondetetministic parallel 
flow graph G = (N, E, s,e) with node set N and edge set E as illustrated in Fig. 3. As 
in a sequential flow graph, nodes n EN represent the elementary statements, and edges 
(m, n) E E the nondeterministic branching structure of the program under consideration, 
while s and e denote the distinct start node and end node of the graph. They are 
assumed to represent the empty statement skip, and to have no incoming and outgoing 
edges, respectively. In the setting of this article elementary (or: ordinary) statements are 
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assignment statements including the empty statement skip and output operations, which 
are forcing all their operands to be alive. 4 Finally, a parallel statement is represented by 
a subgraph, which is encapsulated by a ParBegin node and a ParEnd node representing 
both skip. For clarity, ParBegin nodes and ParEnd nodes are represented by ellipses, 
and additionally the component graphs of a parallel statement are separated by two 
parallels as shown in Fig. 3. 
Conuentions: The notions of (parallel) subgraphs and their component graphs infor- 
mally used above are illustrated in Fig. 5. The program underlying this figure contains 
two parallel statements which are represented by the subgraphs Gi and G2 encapsu- 
lated by the nodes 5 and 21, and 6 and 14, respectively. Both parallel statements have 
two components each, which are represented by subgraphs as well. The dark shad- 
owed subgraphs for example represent the two components of the parallel subgraph 
Gz, which itself represents a component of the parallel subgraph Gi. Formally, a graph 
G’ is called a subgraph of a graph G”, in signs G’ C G”, if and only if N’ C N” and 
E’ C_ E”. In the following we will often use the term parallel statement or component 
of a parallel statement as a short-hand for referring to their subgraph representations. 
We denote the set of all subgraphs representing a par statement in a graph G by 
C+(G). Similarly, we denote the set of component graphs of a graph G’ E 9&(G) by 
gq(G’), and we use S,(G) as an abbreviation of lJ{%q(G’) 1 G’ E q&G)}. All graphs 
of ‘Z&(G) and Bw(G) are assumed to be well-formed, i.e., to have a unique start node 
and end node and that each of their nodes lies on a path connecting them. Moreover, 
we introduce the set 9$?(G) of maximal parallel subgraphs of G, which intuitively 
represent the outermost parallel statements of the program underlying G: 
99;“(G)=df {G’ E 9+(G) ] VG” E Yq(G).G’ & G” =+ G’= G”}. 
Finally, we abbreviate the set of all start nodes and end nodes of graphs in 9&G), 
i.e., the set of all nodes annotated by ParBegin and ParEnd, respectively, by Nv 
and Nx. For simplicity, sequences of ordinary statements are sometimes coalesced to 
“basic-block”-like nodes like node 8 in Fig. 2. We remark, however, that the formal 
development of our approach is given with respect to elementary nodes, i.e., nodes 
representing a single ordinary statement. In particular, the term “node” always refers 
to an elementary node, never to a subgraph. 
Interleaving predecessors. For a sequential flow graph G, the set of nodes that might 
precede a node n at runtime is precisely given by the set pred(n) of its predecessors in 
the graph. For a parallel flow graph, however, the interleaving of parallel components 
must also be taken into account. Here, a node n occurring in a component of some 
par statement can at runtime also be preceded by any node of another component 
of this par statement. As in [ 151 we denote these “potentially parallel” nodes of a 
4 In practice also conditions in branch statements or assignments to global variables (i.e., variables whose 
declaration is outside the scope of the flow graph under consideration) must be treated like output operations. 
It is straightforward to extend our approach accordingly. 
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Fig. 5. Illustrating parallel subgraphs and their component graphs. 
node n as its interleaving predecessors, denoted by Prednlug(n). In the example of 
Fig. 6 node 8 and node 9 are the “ordinary” predecessors of node 10, while the nodes 
11, 12, and 13, and 15 up to 20 are its interleaving predecessors. 
Program paths of parallel programs. The interleaving semantics of parallel imper- 
ative programs can be defined via a translation that reduces them to (much larger) 
nondeterministic programs, which explicitly represent all the possible interleavings. 
These “product” programs directly induce the notion of a (finite) feasible path of a 
parallel program, or for short, of a parallel path: A node sequence of a parallel pro- 
gram is a parallel path if and only if it is a path in the corresponding product program. 
We denote the set of all parallel paths from m to n or to a predecessor of n by PP[m, n] 
and PP[m, n[, respectively. In particular, we assume that every node n lies on a parallel 
path from s to e. 
2.2. Data Jaw analysis 
In essence, for imperative 
vides information about the 
programming languages data $0~ analysis (DFA) pro- 
program states that may occur at some given program 
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Fig. 6. Ordinary and interleaving predecessors. 
points during execution (cf. [8,21]). Theoretically well-founded are DFAs that are 
based on abstract interpretation (cf. [3,19]). The point of this approach is to replace 
the “full” semantics by a simpler more abstract version tailored to deal with a specific 
problem. In the sequential setting, the abstract semantics is usually specified by a local 
semantic functional, which gives abstract meaning to each program statement in terms 
of a transformation function on a complete lattice (2, n, L, I, T) with least element 
I and greatest element T, whose elements express the DFA-information of interest. In 
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our framework this carries over to the parallel setting, i.e., as for a sequential program, 
a DFA for a parallel program is completely specified by means of a local semantic 
functional 
which gives abstract meaning to every node n of a parallel flow graph G in terms 
of a function on a complete lattice d;p. In order to define the solution of a DFA- 
problem, it is important that a local semantic functional can easily be extended to 
cover also parallel paths. Denoting the identity on Y by Zdu, we define for each path 
p=(m,..., rzq) E PP[m, n]: 
if q<l, 
nq)] 0 [n 1 ]I otherwise. 
This extension is the key for defining the solution of the parallel version of the meet 
over all paths (MOP) approach in the sense of Kam and Ullman [9], which specifies 
the intuitively desired solution of a DFA-problem. The MOP-approach (in the parallel 
setting the PMOP-approach) directly mimics possible program executions in that it 
“meets” (intersects) all informations belonging to a program path reaching the program 
point n EN under consideration. 
The PMOP-Solution: 
vn E NV20 E ~.P~OP(c,~ I) = n{j[p](lo) I P E PP[s,n[} 
This directly reflects our desires. Unfortunately, it is in general not effective. However, 
as we will recall in the following section, for unidirectional bitvector problem there 
exists an elegant and efficient way for computing the PMOP-solution by means of a 
fixpoint computation. 
Remark 1. Note that in the definition of the PMOP-solution assignments are implicitly 
considered atomic. Interleavings between the evaluation of the right-hand side term 
of an assignment and the value transfer to its left-hand side variable, however, can 
easily be modelled by (conceptually) splitting assignments of the form x := t,& into 
the sequence of assignments h := t& x := h, where h is a fresh variable not occurring 
elsewhere in the program. In Section 3.3.2 we discuss the impact of the interleaving 
assumption for our application in more detail. 
2.3. Bitvector analyses 
Unidirectional bitvector problems are characterized by the simplicity of their local 
semantic functional 
It specifies the effect of a node n on a particular component of the bitvector, where .%Y 
is the lattice ((8, tt}, n, &) of Boolean truth values with fs C tt and the logical “and” 
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as meet operation n (or its dual counterpart with tt Cfs and the logical “or” as meet 
operation n). Central for our efficient fixpoint approach are the following obvious facts 
on the semantic domain PB of the monotonic Boolean functions 93 -+ 29 of bitvector 
analyses (cf. [15]). We have: 
Proposition 2. (i) &s consists of the constant functions Const,, and Constf, together 
with the identity Idg on S? only. 
(ii) All functions of %g are distributive. 
Moreover, introducing on Fa the orderings C,, and Epar defined by 
Constf LSeq Idg &, Consttt and Constf &,,, Const,, EPpar Id9 
we have additionally: 
Proposition 3. Fg together with the ordering Lseq (Spar) forms a complete lattice 
with least element Constf(Constf) and greatest element Consttt(Id,), which is closed 
under function composition. 
Note that LSeq is just the pointwise ordering between functions of 9~. Moreover, 
recall that for computing universal properties (existential properties require the dual 
argument) the “meet” operation with respect to this ordering models the merge of in- 
formation in “sequential” join nodes, i.e., in nodes where “sequential” control flows 
together. Dually, the “meet” operation with respect to the second ordering &,, models 
the merge of information in “parallel” join nodes, i.e., in end nodes of parallel state- 
ments. In fact, it models the synchronization at end nodes of parallel statements after 
all their parallel components terminated, as we are going to show below (cf. Lemma 5). 
In the following we will usually drop the index “seq”. Hence, n and C expand to 
rl seq and [ISeq, respectively. 
The next lemma, which follows by a trivial inductive argument, is the key to the 
efficient computation of the “interleaving effect”. It pin-points the specific nature of 
a domain of functions that only consists of constant functions and the identity on an 
arbitrary set M. 
Lemma 4 (Main-Lemma). Let fi : Fg -+ 99, 1 <i <q, q E N, be functions on %g. 
Then: ZlkE{l,*..,q}. fqO...of*Ofi=fkAV~j’{(k+l,...,q}. fj=IdB. 
Interference: The relevance of Main Lemma 4 for bitvector problems is that it 
restricts the means of possible interference within a parallel program: Each possible 
interference is due to a single statement within a parallel component, i.e., due to 
an interleaving predecessor of n. Combining this observation with the fact that for 
m E Predl,l,,(n), there exists a parallel path leading to n whose last step requires the 
execution of m, we obtain that the potential of interference, which in general would 
be given in terms of paths, is fully characterized by the set Predltl,(n) of interleaving 
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predecessors of n. In fact, considering the computation of universal properties that are 
described by maximal fixed points (the computation of minimal fixed points requires 
the dual argument), the obvious existence of a path to II that does not require the 
execution of any statement of Pred,&n) implies that the only effect of interference is 
“destruction”. This motivates the introduction of the predicate NonDestructible defined 
for each node n EN by 
NonDestructible +df Vm E Predrt,,,(n).[m] E { Const,t, Idg}. 
Intuitively, NonDestructible indicates that no node of a parallel component destroys 
the property under consideration, i.e., for all nodes m E Preda,l,(n) holds [m] # Const8. 
Note that only the constant function given by the pre-computed value of this predicate 
is used in Definition 7 to model interference, and in fact, Theorem 8 guarantees that 
this modelling is sufficient. Algorithm 1 computes this predicate as a side result. 
Synchronization: Besides taking care of possible interference, we also need to take 
care of the synchronization required by nodes in Nx, i.e., by the end nodes of par- 
allel statements: In order to leave a parallel statement, all its parallel components are 
required to terminate. The information which is necessary to model this effect can be 
computed by a hierarchical algorithm that only considers purely sequential programs. 
The central idea coincides with that of interprocedural DFA (cf. [14]): We need to com- 
pute the effect of complete subgraphs, in this case of complete parallel components, 
i.e., of graphs of %q(G). The information is computed in an “innermost” fashion and 
then propagated to the next surrounding parallel statement. The complete three-step 
procedure, later on referred to as procedure &, is given below, where start denotes a 
function mapping a graph to its start node. Initially, procedure JX! is called with the 
argument program G under consideration: 5 
(i) Terminate, if G does not contain any parallel statement. Otherwise, select suc- 
cessively all maximal flow graphs G’ occurring in a graph of 2&(G) that do not 
contain a nested parallel statement, and determine the effect BG’m of this (purely 
sequential) graph according to the equational system 
‘n’ = 1 
Id3 if n = start( G’), 
n{[m]’ o am1 ( m Epred(n)} otherwise. 
(ii) Compute the effect aGJj* of the innermost parallel statements G of G by 
@a* = np,r{LG'm* I G’ E %@‘)~. 
(iii) Transform 6 by replacing every innermost parallel statement G by a graph with 
two nodes Z and Z linked by an edge from S to e, and attach with S and E the local 
semantics Id8 n fl{[n] ( n E 3) and @Gm*, respectively. Continue with step (i). 
5 Considering Algorithm 1, procedure d corresponds to procedure GLOBEFF. In particular, the solutions 
of the equation systems to be determined during step (i) of procedure d are computed by procedure MFP. 
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In essence, this three-step procedure is a straightforward hierarchical adaptation of the 
functional version of the maximal fixed point (MFP) approach in the sense of Kam 
and Ullman [9] to the parallel setting (cf. [23]).6 Here we only consider the second 
step realizing the synchronization at end nodes of parallel statements in more detail. 
In fact, adapting this step will be the key for overcoming the pitfalls of assignment 
sinkings in the parallel setting in Section 3. Central is the following lemma, which can 
be proved by means of Main Lemma 4. Here, end is a function mapping a graph to 
its end node. 
Lemma 5. The PMOP-solution of a parallelJEow graph G that only consists of purely 
sequential parallel components is given by 
PMOP(G,~ l)(end(G)) = npar{UIG’IO* I G’ E %+A@). 
The point of this lemma is that a single statement is responsible for the entire 
effect of a path. Thus, the effect of each complete path through a parallel statement is 
already given by the projection of this path onto the parallel component containing the 
vital statement. Thus, in order to model the effect (or PMOP-solution) of a parallel 
statement, it is sufficient to combine the effects of all paths local to the components, a 
fact, which is formalized in Lemma 5. 
The correctness of the complete hierarchical preprocess is then a consequence of the 
Hierarchical Coincidence Theorem 6: 
Theorem 6 (Hierarchical coincidence theorem). Let G’ E 599(G) be a parallel Jaw 
graph, and let [ ]I : N -+ %g be a local semantic functional. Then we have: 
PMOP~G~,~ ,)(end(G’)) = mG’Jj* 
After the hierarchical preprocess, the functional B JJ : N + %B introduced in 
Definition 7 is the key for characterizing the PMOP-solution of a unidirectional bitvec- 
tor problem algorithmically. In the corresponding algorithmic realization the functional 
B a* occurring below is computed (in a preprocess) by procedure &. 7 
Definition 7. The functional m m : N -+ %g is defined as the greatest solution of the 
equation system given by s 
Id, if n =s, 
EnlIl = $pfg(n)lU* 0 Lstart(pfg(n))Il n ConstNonDesrructible(n) if n E Nx, 
Il{[$o mmm I m wed(n)} n COnStNonDestructible(n) otherwise, 
6 See [15] for details. 
7 In Algorithm 1 the functional I[[ ]II is computed by procedure PMFPBv using the result of procedure 
GLOBEFF computing the functional II[ 1”. 
’ Recall that NonDestructible is a predicate. Thus, Const~~~~~~~~~tible(n) E F~\{Id~}. 
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where pred(n)=df{m 1(m, n) E E} denotes the set of all immediate predecessors of node 
n in G, and pfg denotes a function, which maps a node occurring in a flow graph of 
%9(G) to the smallest flow graph of %9(G) containing it, and to G, otherwise. 
In analogy to the MFP-solution of Kam and Ullman [9] for the sequential setting, 
we can now recall the PMFPsr-solution of unidirectional bitvector problems for the 
parallel setting: 
The PMFPev-Solution: Vn EN Vb E ~23. PMFPB~(G,I ],(n)(b) = Lnl (b) 
As in the sequential case, the PMFP Bv-solution is practically relevant because it 
can efficiently be computed (see the generic Algorithm 1 in Appendix A). Moreover, 
it coincides with the desired PMOP-solution (cf. [15]): 
Theorem 8 (The parallel bitvector coincidence theorem). Given a parallelfiow graph 
G, and a local semantic functional [ ]I: N -99, the PMOP-solution and the 
PMFPBy-solution coincide, i.e., 
Yn E N . f’MOP(c,r a)(n) = P~~PBv(G,~ I)(n). 
3. Partial dead-code limination 
Based on the framework of Section 2, we will now develop our algorithm for partial 
dead-code elimination in parallel programs. Without loss of generality, we consider an 
arbitrary, but fixed parallel program G. Moreover, we assume that all edges starting in a 
node outside the set of start nodes of parallel statements with more than one successor 
have been split by inserting a synthetic node. Edge splitting is typical for code motion 
transformations (cf. [lo]) in order to avoid the blocking of the code motion process 
by critical edges as illustrated in Appendix B. 
As mentioned in Section 1 the effect of PDE depends on the iterated applications 
of assignment sinkings and assignment eliminations. In order to be semantics preserv- 
ing (and profitable), both sinkings and eliminations must satisfy certain admissibility 
constraints. Assignment sinkings must never move an assignment across a “blocking” 
statement, i.e., a statement which uses or modifies its left-hand side variable, or modi- 
fies an operand of its right-hand side term, or to a program point which is not reached 
by an occurrence of the same assignment pattern from all its predecessors. Assignment 
eliminations may only remove dead assignments, i.e., assignments whose left-hand side 
variable is not used afterwards in the program without a preceding redefinition. These 
admissibility constraints can be expressed by means of appropriate predicates. In the 
following we will write G’ k(-ip,8:) G” if the parallel flow graph G” results from G’ 
by an assignment sinking or elimination to G’ satisfying the sinking and elimination 
constraints expressed by Y and &‘, respectively. Then, 
%y,ep) =df {G’ I G t(*,,,) G’l 
denotes the universe of all programs being reachable from G by sinking and elimination 
steps respecting Y and 6. 
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In order to compare different programs of ?J~Y,s), we introduce the notion of the 
execution time of a (parallel) program path as a standard of comparison. For simplicity, 
we assume that all ordinary statements have unit costs. 9 The execution time of a 
parallel program path is then (structurally) given as follows: For a parallel statement it 
is the maximum of the execution times of its components for the considered execution, 
and for a parallel program path, i.e., the sequential composition of elementary and 
parallel statements, it is the sum of the execution times of its components. 
Based on this definition, we say that a program G’ E ??cy,&) is better than a program 
G” E 59(y,g), in signs G” & G , ’ lo if and only if for all paths p from the start node to 
the end node in G’ the execution time is less or equal to that of the corresponding 
path in G ” ” Moreover, a program G E %~Y,Q . is optimal if and only if G is better 
than any other program in ‘ICY,&). 
Now we can present our algorithm for the optimal elimination of partially dead 
assignments in a parallel program. This algorithm evolves from stepwise refining the 
straightforward parallel extension of the underlying sequential algorithm, which we call 
the “naive” parallel PDE algorithm, for short PPDEN. Like their sequential counterpart, 
both the naive and the refined parallel algorithm, called PPDER for short, are composed 
of two procedures for assignment sinking, controlled by a sinkability analysis, and dead 
assignment elimination, controlled by a dead variable analysis, which are repeated until 
the program stabilizes. As in the sequential setting this is necessary in order to capture 
all second-order effects of PDE. It is worth noting that both algorithms differ only in 
their sinking procedure, whereas they share the elimination procedure. Thus, we present 
the elimination procedure first. It directly evolves from its sequential counterpart. 
3.1. The elimination procedure 
Intuitively, an assignment is dead at a program point, if there is no program continu- 
ation on which its left-hand side variable is used without a preceding redefinition. This 
is a classical backward bitvector problem (cf. [S]). ‘* Table 1 shows its specification 
in a form which directly fits into the framework of Section 2. Here, Used, and Mod, 
are two local predicates of nodes, which are true for a node n and a variable x, if x is 
a right-hand side variable of n, and if x is the left-hand side variable of n, respectively. 
Note that I[ 1:” is exactly the same functional as in the sequential case. Indeed, 
the effect of interference is completely taken care of by the instantiated version of 
the predicate NonDestructible induced by I[ 1:“. “Destruction” by interference here 
9 Actually, it is sufficient to consider assignments here because output operations are assumed to be 
unmovable and unremovable in order to preserve the observational behaviour of the program. 
‘O Note that this relation is reflexive. Actually, at least as good would be the more precise, however, uglier 
notion. 
‘I Remember that PDE preserves the branching structure. Hence, starting from a path in G, we can easily 
identify corresponding paths in G’ and G”. 
‘* In contrast, detecting “faint” variables required by the similar problem of “partial faint-code elimination” 
is not a bitvector problem (cf. [12]). 
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Table 1 
Dead variable analysis for variable x (“dd” for “DeaD”) 
Const*, if 7Used,(n) AMod, 
kI EN [iZ]ld =,Jf Id8 if +Used,(n) VMod,(n)) 
Con.stff otherwise 
means that the variable under consideration is forced to be alive by some statement 
of a parallel “relative”. However, one does not have to bother about these details 
when applying the framework. In fact, the functional [ ],“” can directly be fed into the 
generic Algorithm 1 of the framework of Section 2 computing the PMFP-solution, 
which, as a consequence of the Parallel Bitvector Coincidence Theorem 8 coincides 
with the desired PMOP-solution. Hence, the algorithm comes up with the desired set 
of dead variables. The corresponding program transformation is then very simple and 
coincides with that of the sequential setting: Eliminate every assignment occurrence, 
whose left-hand side variable is dead immediately after it. 
In spite of the similarity of the elimination procedures for the sequential and the par- 
allel setting there is a difference which is worth to be noted: Immediate profitability. 
In a sequential program part every elimination of a dead assignment is immediately 
profitable for every program execution passing the elimination point. This obvious fact 
does not simply carry over to the parallel setting. We still have that eliminating a 
dead assignment never impairs the execution time, immediate profitability of elimi- 
nating an assignment in a parallel program part, however, is only given for program 
executions passing the elimination point, for which the component containing the elim- 
inated assignment is the bottleneck of the program execution under consideration, i.e., 
determines the length of the critical path. This is illustrated in the example of Fig. 7(a) 
and (b). Note that the two assignments of node 1 and node 4 are both dead as their 
left-hand side variable m is never used in the program. While, however, the elimination 
of the assignment of node 1 immediately improves the execution time of every run 
of the program fragment displayed, the elimination of the dead occurrence of node 4 
immediately improves only runs, for which the left component of the parallel statement 
is the bottleneck. Note, however, that there may be second-order effects. In the exam- 
ple of Fig. 7, eliminating the dead occurrence of node 4, which may not directly be 
profitable for some program executions, is the prerequisite for eliminating the assign- 
ment of node 2, which is always profitable. 
3.2. The sinking procedure of the “naive” PDE algorithm 
Central for the sinking procedure of the “naive” PDE algorithm is the admissibil- 
ity constraint imposed on it. For the “naive” algorithm this is the natural extension 
Yn, of its sequential counterpart demanding for semantical correctness only (cf. [12]). 
According to this demand, an assignment must never be moved across a statement 
“blocking” it, nor moved to a program point which is not reached by an occurrence of 
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Fig. 7. Profitability of eliminations in sequential and parallel program parts. 
Table 2 
Sinkability analysis for assignment pattern CI = u := t (“sk” for “SinKable”) 
Const,( if LocSinkable,(n) 
Vn E N . [n]ck =df Ida if +LocSinkable,(n) V LocBlockeda(n)) 
ConstfJ otherwise 
the same assignment pattern from all its predecessors. The local semantic functional of 
Table 2 then specifies the “naive” sinking procedure completely. Here, LocSinkable, 
and LocBlocked, are two local predicates of nodes, which are true for a node n and 
an assignment pattern a, if n represents an occurrence of a, and if the statement of 
n blocks the sinking of CI, i.e., uses or modifies the left-hand side variable of a, or 
modifies an operand of its right-hand side term. 
Remark 9. Note that an occurrence of M. satisfies both the predicate LocSinkable, 
and LocBlocked,, a fact, which cannot directly be modelled in our abstract domain. 
While this distinction is unnecessary in the sequential setting, it is vital in the parallel 
one because of interference. It is taken care of by associating all occurrences of u 
(in parallel components) with two semantic functions. This does not introduce any 
subtleties in the framework of Section 2, but just makes the twofold character of an 
occurrence of a explicit. 
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For the sinkability analysis “destruction” by interference means that an assignment 
is blocked by a statement of a parallel relative. Expressing the result of the sinkability 
analysis for an assignment pattern c( by the predicate Sink,, the corresponding program 
transformation is essentially as follows: Remove all original occurrences of c1 satisfying 
r\{Sink,(m) / m E succ(n)) 
and insert new instances of CI at the entry of each node satisfying 
Sink,(n) A (Lo&locked,(n) V V{+ink,(m) 1 m E succ(n)}) 
where succ(n) denotes the set of all successor nodes of n. 
Discussing the “Naive” Algorithm: As its sequential counterpart the sinking proce- 
dure of the “naive” algorithm moves assignments as far as possible in the direction 
of the control flow, i.e., as far as it is semantics preserving and does not impair any 
program execution. Whereas in the sequential case this strategy leads to optimal re- 
sults because it maximizes the potential of dead code without impairing any program 
execution, it can be disastrous in the parallel setting as the parallelism of the argument 
program can be destroyed without profiting from any elimination as it was illustrated 
in the example of Fig. 2. In fact, when applied to the program of Fig. 2(a), the “naive” 
algorithm comes up with the undesired result of Fig. 2(b). In the following section we 
will show how to cure this defect of the “naive” algorithm. 
3.3. The sinking procedure of the optimal PDE algorithm 
The point of refining the “naive” sinking procedure is to exclude assignment sinkings 
which possibly impair the execution time of a program execution. Conceptually, this 
is achieved by strengthening the admissibility constraint Yn, of the “naive” sinking 
procedure by additionally imposing constraint (C) introduced in Section 1, i.e., an 
assignment M = v := t occurring in a component of some parallel statement can only 
be sunk out of it if occurrences of the same pattern a can be sunk out of all of its 
components. In essence, this means to handle synchronization on leaving a parallel 
statement like an ordinary join of the control flow in the sequential setting. 
3.3.1. The jrst rejinement: synchronization 
In order to take care of constraint (C) during synchronization, it is sufficient to 
replace the synchronization step of the three-step procedure &’ of Section 2 computing 
the effects of parallel statements by: 
2. Compute the effect Ccm* of the innermost parallel statement G of 6 by 
l@lU* = n,,{W’ll* 1 G’ E S(G)}. 
In contrast to the “real” synchronization mechanism, which, instantiated with the sink- 
ability functional [ ]$, allows us to move an assignment out of a parallel statement, if 
it can be moved out of some of its components, the modified one requires that this is 
possible for all components. Clearly, this requires that there is at least one occurrence 
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in each component of the parallel statement under consideration. Note, however, that 
in this case the occurrences interfere and therefore block each other. Thus, as a con- 
sequence of modifying the synchronization mechanism as shown above no assignment 
at all could be sunk out of a parallel statement. Of course, this is too restrictive, and 
is overcome by the second refinement dealing with interference. 
3.3.2. The second rejinement: interference 
The point of this refinement is to exclude that occurrences of the same assignment 
pattern prevent each other from sinking due to interference in a parallel statement. In 
fact, this restriction can be weakened without affecting the program semantics. In the 
framework of Section 2, it suffices to replace the predicate NonDestructible by the 
weaker version 
NonDestructible’ =df 
Vm E Pred Itr&).Patt(m) #Putt(n) + [ml E {Const,,Zdg}, 
where Patt is a function returning the statement pattern of its argument node. The new 
version is used for all nodes except for the start nodes of parallel components. This 
is mandatory in order to prevent that assignments sink from a sequential program part 
into a parallel statement and get stuck in more than one of its components. In fact, both 
efficiency, for example, if all assignments get stuck in the start node of each compo- 
nent which would force them to be executed (almost) sequentially (depending on the 
interleaving assumption), and even correctness, even in the sense of sequential consis- 
tency (cf. [17,24]), gets lost in general. This is immediately obvious for “recursive” 
assignments, i.e., assignments whose left-hand side variables occur in their right-hand 
side terms. Conversely, the sinking of occurrences of assignment patterns out of each 
component of a parallel statement, as it is intended by the second refinement, is always 
correct for non-recursive patterns. For recursive patterns, the situation is more com- 
plex, and depends on the underlying interleaving model. In case of atomic assignments 
sequential consistency would get lost immediately. In case of non-atomic assignments, 
sequential consistency could be preserved. However, sequential consistency as a trace- 
based property is extremely sensitive to interactions of different assignment patterns as 
illustrated in Fig. 8. Whereas sequential consistency is preserved for the transformation 
of program IZi displayed in Fig. 8(b), it is lost for the transformation of program l72 
shown in Fig. 8(d), though the occurrences of the two assignment patterns a := a + 1 
and b := b+ 1 involved do not interfere with each other. Nonetheless, the output values 
3 and 4 for a and b, respectively, which can be generated by the program of Fig. 8(d) 
cannot be produced by any interleaving of the program of Fig. 8(c). 
Summarizing, if assignments are considered atomic, the second refinement must def- 
initely be restricted to “non-recursive” assignment patterns. If assignments are consid- 
ered non-atomic, this restriction can be weakened, however, as the examples of Fig. 8 
illustrate, this weakening must be done in a very careful and controlled way. 
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Fig, 8. Illustrating loss of sequential consistency (non-atomic assignments). 
3.3.3. Discussing the motivating example 
The example of Fig. 3 illustrates the power of the complete algorithm. It is unique 
to achieve the optimization displayed in Fig. 4. Consider first the assignment to u at 
node 3. It is partially dead as its value is only used in the output operation of node 
23. Moreover, note that the parallel statement is transparent for this assignment. Thus, 
it can directly be moved to the entries of node 23 and 24, where the occurrence of 
node 24 is dead, and can thus be eliminated. 
Consider next the assignment to z in node 4. It is (totally) dead with respect to 
the assignment to z in node 10 because the synchronization required by the parallel 
statement guarantees that every program execution reaching node 21 passes node 10. 
Thus, it can also be eliminated. Simultaneously, this removes the blockade of the 
assignment to y at node 1, which is partially dead with respect to the assignment to 
y in node 9. As the other parallel components are free of statements interfering with 
that of node 1, it sinks into the left-most component (but not into the remaining ones 
because of the interfering statement of node 9!) to the entries of node 8 and 9. As it 
is dead at node 9, it is eliminated there. 
Similarly, the partially dead assignment to p at node 2 can be eliminated. After 
sinking the blocking assignment to q of node 15 to node 19, it can be moved to the 
entries of node 17 and 18, where it is dead at node 18, and can be eliminated there. 
Note that the assignment of node 15 is moved across the loop of node 16, however, 
it is not moved inside the loop of node 20. 
Finally, the second refinement removes the mutual blockade of the three assignments 
to x of node 7, 12 and 16 and allows them to simultaneously be moved, to the entries 
of node 23 and 24. Here, the occurrence of node 23 is dead, and eliminating it results 
in the promised program of Fig. 4. 
3.4. Optimality 
In this section we present the main result of Section 3 stating the optimality of our 
PDE algorithm PPDER for parallel programs. To this end let 9~ and d denote the 
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admissibility constraints applying to assignment sinkings and eliminations in the second 
refinement, and let Gpde denote the program, which finally results from applying the 
refined algorithm PPDER to the argument program G. Then we have: 
Theorem 10 (Optimality). 
In essence, the proof of Theorem 10 follows the lines of [6] proving the optimality 
of the sequential counterpart of the PDE algorithm presented here. Intuitively, the 
proof boils down to proving that every “fair” sequence of applications of sinking and 
elimination steps terminates with a program of 3 (14y~,~, which is maximal with respect 
to the order “better” L. The central gap in this proof is bridged by an application of the 
Chaotic Fixpoint Theorem of [6], a generalization of the classical fixpoint theorem of 
Knaster and Tarski to families of functions. Intuitively, this theorem can be considered 
a functional characterization of the well-known Church-Rosser property. It guarantees 
the existence and the finite computability of a least common fixpoint of a family 
of increasing and delay-monotonic functions on a well-founded partial order. While 
increasingness means that for every argument d of the partial order under consideration 
the image f(d) is greater or equal to d, delay-monotonicity is a property being weaker 
than the usual monotonicity. A family 9 =df (fj)kE~ of functions on a partial order 
(D; _C) is called delay-monotonic, if for each k E N and each pair of elements d, d’ ED 
holds, where N* denotes the set of sequences of natural numbers: 
d g d’ implies 3s E N* . fk(d) L f,(d’). 
Note that monotonicity always implies delay-monotonicity. 
In our application the family of functions @ is given by the set of admissible 
assignment sinkings and eliminations S&,l, and the order by the derivation relation 
k-(y,~ on the program universe 3(~~,#), i.e., by the pair (‘3~~~~~); ~(.Y,Q). Obviously, 
(~(~Y~,J); k(y,gj) is a well-founded partial order with least element G. Moreover, all 
functions of @&,l are apparently increasing with respect to the derivation order ~(Y,B), 
and can additionally be proven to be delay-monotonic. In essence, the latter proof 
resembles the classical Newman Lemma [22], stating that local confluence on a well- 
founded partial order implies confluence. The example of Fig. 9 illustrates the dif- 
ference between monotonicity and delay-monotonicity in our application context, and 
demonstrates that even in the sequential setting the functions of S&l fail the usual 
monotonicity property. 
Having established the preconditions of the Chaotic Fixpoint Theorem, the desired 
optimality result follows essentially from combining it with the fact that the transitive 
closure kTY Bj of the derivation relation k (y,g) is a subset of the relation “better” 5, 
and that fixpoints in ?J~Y~,~) are maximal with respect to the transitive closure i-TY Bj. 
In fact, we have: %cyR,&) has (up to local reorderings in basic blocks) a unique best 
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Fig. 9. Monotonicity vs. delay-monotonicity. 
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element (with respect to L), which can be computed in a finite number of steps by 
any “fair” sequence of functions applications from P&l. 
4. Conclusions 
Optimizing explicitly parallel programs is desirable and possible. In this article we 
demonstrated this by developing an algorithm for the optimal elimination of partially 
dead code in a parallel program. An important observation during this development was 
that in contrast to the DFAs required, which, based on the framework of [ 151, could 
straightforward be adapted from their sequential counterparts, the transformation itself 
required special care. In fact, the naive adaptation of the optimal sequential algorithm 
could destroy the parallelism of its argument programs, and thus dramatically impair 
their execution time. By introducing a natural and sufficient side condition this defect 
could be cured and the optimality result known from the sequential setting be lifted to 
the parallel setting. Currently, we are investigating how to adapt our approach to other 
classical optimizations like code motion [l l] and assignment motion [13]. 
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Appendix A. The Generic Algorithm 
Algorithm 1 (Computing the PMT’By-solution). 
Input: A parallel flow graph G = (N, E, s, e), a local semantic functional I[ ]I : N -+ 
9$~, a function finit E 9~ and a Boolean value binit E 63, where finit and binit reflect 
the assumptions on the context in which the procedure under consideration is called. 
Usually, finit and biNit are given by Ida and ff, respectively. 
Output: An annotation of G with functions LG’jjJ* E 9$, G’ E 9&G), representing 
the semantic functions computed in the second step of the three-step procedure Se of 
Section 2.2, and with functions mnll] E 93, it EN, representing the greatest solution 
of the equation system of Definition 7. After the termination of the algorithm the 
functional m Jjj satisfies: 
Remark. For each Ilow graph G’ E 99(G) we assume a rank, which is recursively 
defined by 
rank( G’) =,-lf 
0 if G’ E 9$?(G): 
max{rank( G”) ( G” E C!+(G) A G” c G’} + 1 otherwise, 
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where Y9 min =df {G’ E 9&(G) 1 VG” E 9&G). G” C G’ + G” = G’} denotes the set of 
minimal graphs of 3&G). Additionally, for every parallel flow graph G’ we define 
an associated “sequentialized” flow graph G&, which results from G’ by replacing all 
component flow graphs of “maximal” graphs G” E F$“(G’), the dual counterpart of 
‘?$“(G’), together with all edges starting or ending in such a graph by an edge leading 
from start (G”) to end (G”). Note that G& is free of nested parallel statements: All 
components of parallel statements are usual nondeterministic sequential flow graphs 
(cf. [8]). We recall that NN denotes the set of start nodes of parallel statements of G. 
Using these definitions, the global variables BG&m* E %a, G’ E ?Jw(G), store the 
global effect of G’ during the hierarchical computation of the PMFP~y-solution. The 
global variables harmful (Gi,,), G’ E Yw(G), store whether G’ contains a node II with 
[n] = Con+. These variables are used to compute the value of the predicate NonDe- 
structible of Section 2.2. 
BEGIN 
(Synchronization: Computing II[G’a* for all G’ E 2&(G)) 
GLOBEFF( G, I[ 1); 
(Interleaving: Computing the PMFPBV-Solution LnJ for all IE EN) 
PMFPsdG, I[ 1, finit, ht) 
END. 
where 
PROCEDURE GLOBEFF (6 = (A, i’, $6): ParallelFlowGraph; 
m : fi --+ %g: LocalSemanticFunctional); 
VAR i: integer; 
BEGIN 
FOR i := 0 TO rank (g) DO 
FORALL G’ E {G” 1 G” E %p(&) A rank( G”) = i} DO 
FORALL 
G” E {G& 1 G”’ E 9&( G’)} where G” = (N”, E”, s”, e”) DO 
LET Vn E N”. in]” = 
( 
Idg n Const,,~~~Pfs(n)).~harmfu,(~) if n E NN 
LPfs(n>lll* if n ENX 
H otherwise 
BEGIN 
harmfuZ(G”) := (I {n E N” 1 In]” = Conq-} 12 1); 
MFP( G”, [ ]“,ldg); 
(ITG”m* := mend( 
END 
OD; 
LG’JJJ” := l-‘lpar{mG”m* 1 G” E %q(G’)} 
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OD 
OD 
END. 
PROCEDURE PMFpBv( & = (I?, I?, 8, e): ParallelFlowGraph; 
n : $ + 99: LocalSemanticFunctional); 
fstarr : @i?; 
VAR f : Fg; 
BEGIN 
harmful: 28); 
IF harmful THEN FORALL n E fi DO LnJ := Constf OD 
ELSE 
(Initialization of the annotation arrays Djj and the variable workset) 
FORALL n E Nodes(&‘seq)\{3} DO Lnjjj := Const,, OD; 
uml := fstart; 
workset := {n E iVodes(&,,,) 1 n E NN U (4) V m = Constf}; 
(Iterative fixed point computation) 
WHILE workset # 0 DO 
LET n E workset 
BEGIN 
workset := workset\{n}; 
IF n E J?\NN 
THEN 
f :=moon[n]; 
FORALL m E succ~(n) DO 
IF UbdJW 
THEN o[mm := f; 
workset := workset U {m} FI 
OD 
ELSE 
FORALL G’ E %q(pfg(n)) DO 
P~WdG’, [ ]I, L4ll, CG~~EBw~pfS~n~~,~G~l harmfu&G”)) OD; 
f := Epfg(n)m* 0 nbm; 
w Uten4pfdn))lIl~ f 
THEN 
FI 
END 
OD 
FI 
END. 
IKen4pfs(n))lll:= f; 
workset := workset U {end(pfg(n))} FI 
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PROCEDURE MFP(& = (I?, 8,&i?): SequentialFlowGraph; 
n : & --) 9~: LocalSemanticFunctional; 
f start : %a >; 
VAR f 19~; 
BEGIN 
(Initialization of the annotation array gtr and the variable workset) 
FORALL n EI?\{.~} DO EnjjJ := Const,, OD; 
nr3ll := hart; 
workset := {n In = B V [n] = Constf}; 
(Iterative fixed point computation) 
WHILE workset # 0 DO 
LET n E workset 
BEGIN 
workset := workset\{n}; 
f:=pl]o~lz~; 
FORALL m E succi;(n) DO 
IF BrnJj 7 f THEN mmjjj := f; workset := workset u {m} FI 
OD 
END 
OD 
END. 
Let Rt411a~~, n EN, denote the final values of the corresponding variables after the 
termination of Algorithm 1, and Ena, n E N, the greatest solution of the equation 
system of Definition 7, then we have: 
Theorem 11. VnEN. n[n&ly=mnjJj 
Appendix B. Critical edges 
In order to exploit the full power of code motion it is well known that critical edges, 
i.e., edges leading from nodes with more than one successor to nodes with more than 
one predecessor must be removed in the argument flow graph as illustrated by the 
simple example below. 
Note that in Fig. 1 O(a) the assignment x := a -t b at node 1 is partially dead with 
respect to the assignment at node 3. However, this partially dead assignment cannot 
safely be eliminated by moving it to its successors, because this may introduce a new 
assignment on a path entering node 2 on the left branch. On the other hand, it can 
safely be eliminated after inserting a synthetic node S~,J in the critical edge (1, 2), as 
illustrated in Fig. 10(b). 
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Fig. 10. Critical edges. 
In this article we thus assumed that all edges in G starting in a node with more 
than one successor, except for edges starting in an entry node of a parallel statement, 
have been split by inserting a synthetic node. Obviously, this simple transformation 
guarantees that all critical edges are eliminated. Moreover, it simplifies the process of 
assignment sinkings as “maximal” sinkings can be obtained by moving all assignments 
to node entries. 
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